ARE YOU
READY FOR
THE NEXT
ROVER
LANDING?

In this packet you will find
everything you will need to
join us and participate
in the historic landing of
NASA’s Perseverance rover
on Mars!
Follow us on social media:
@NASAPersevere
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Download this poster for your
home Mission Control.
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JOIN US
FOR
LANDING!
PERSEVERANCE IS LANDING ON

Feb. 18, 2021

Tune in at 11:15 a.m. PST

Download the mission patch
(2:15 p.m. EST)

WATCH ONLINE:
NASA TV
NASA.gov/live
YouTube.com/NASA

Watch Mission Trailer
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ROVER
QUICK FACTS
MISSION NAME
Mars 2020
ROVER NAME
Perseverance
MAIN JOB
The Perseverance rover will seek signs of ancient life and
collect samples of rock and regolith (broken rock and dust)
for possible return to Earth.
LAUNCH
July 30, 2020
LANDING
Feb. 18, 2021
LANDING SITE
Jezero Crater, Mars

Download this sticker
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LEARN

ABOUT THE ROVER

Perseverance is the most capable rover ever sent to the Red Planet.
With seven science instruments, 23 cameras and two microphones,
this rover will gather more information than ever before about Mars!

Download this fact sheet
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HOW TO LAND

ON MARS

Entry, Descent, and Landing (EDL) is the
shortest and most intense phase of the
mission. In the seven-minute trip from
the top of the atmosphere to the surface
of Mars, hundreds of critical events must
execute perfectly for a safe touchdown.

Learn more about landing

Follow the steps as Perseverance lands in Jezero Crater. >
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If you submitted your name to the “Send Your Name
to Mars” campaign, your name will LAND on Mars!
Get your boarding pass NOW and tune in to watch
the landing online!

RETRIEVE
YOUR
BOARDING
PASS!

Didn’t participate yet?

Your name can fly on our NEXT mission to Mars.

Get my boarding pass
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5 THINGS TO
KNOW ABOUT
THE MARS
HELICOPTER
INGENUITY
1 		 The first test of powered flight on another planet.
2

Built to be light and strongenough to stow away under the rover

		 while on the way to Mars, and survive the harsh Martian environment
		 after arrival. The helicopter weighs less than 4 pounds (1.8 kilograms).
3

Powerful enough to lift off in the thin Mars atmosphere.The atmosphere

		 of Mars is very thin: less than 1% the density of Earth’s.
4

The helicopter may fly for up to 90 seconds, to distances of almost

		 980 feet (300 meters) at a time and about 10 to 15 feet above the ground.
		 That’s no small feat compared to the first 12-second flight of the
		 Wright Brothers’ airplane.

Download this fact sheet

5

Watch trailer

The helicopter flies on its own, without human control.It must take off,

		 fly and land, with minimal commands from Earth sent in advance.
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